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ABSTRACT 

S«me Game-Theeretlc 

Considerations In Energy Problems 

by 

H, John Edmonds 

This thesis is concerned with two independent gaming formulations. 

The first deals with the grand strategy space for the United States 

in a global energy game. The individual elements of this space are 

cataloged, with subsequent discussion of possible payoffs and 

difficulties in choosing the strategy options. 

Detection games are a wide class of formulations which can include 

certain energy conflict scenarios, A detection game constructed by 

another author, written with a military scenario, is examined in detail. 

Minimax results are sought for the detection problem, and the partial 

failure to derive minimax strategies in the initial formulation 

discussed 
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The recent national energy crisis, signally touched off by the 1973 

Arab oil embargo and subsequent dramatic oil price increases, has 

provoked many now important conflicts over adequate supply of necessary 

fuel resources. In addition a number of older troublesome issues, not 

fully resolved because of a democratic apathy and narrow preeminence, 

have been exacerbated and brought into greater focus with the American 

public. 

These conflicts span the range from global to very local. For 

example, the departments of State and Treasury must be concerned with 

possible influences on the stability of OPEC oil pricing. In the event 

the cartel seems able to maintain its current pricing posture, decisions 

must be made on the types of goods traded to OPEC and resulting inconven¬ 

ience to Americans, or possible unfavorable upsets of foreign power balances. 

On the purely domestic side, the possibility of restoration of lands 

torn apart by coal stripmining is clearly an issue where a general 

national welfare is in conflict with the well-being of some local groups 

who must bear a disproportionate share of harm. There are oven more 

strictly localized conflicts, as distribution of natural gas within a 

city, when supplies dwindle to low levels, or experience some sudden cut-off. 

We know the techniques of mathematical game theory are frequently 

employed to better understand and resolve conflict situations, as well 

as to suggest concepts for fair or reasonable allocation of goods or 

benefits among many competing parties. Often it is true that even in 

narrowly defined situations, such as box games and children's games with 

rigid rules, objectives, and player delineations, the application of game 



theory nay fail to provide much worthwhile insight. Perhaps only very 

simple choices ef these games can be exhaustively "solved out." 

Nonetheless, there is good promise for attempting a generalized game model¬ 

ling of many energy eonfliets, perhaps even the large-scale package of 

global energy dealings. Greatest benefit should come from the complete¬ 

ness in organization and clarity of presentation of all the key conflict 

issues. Successful game abstraction implies that all relevant strategy 

alternatives, even options seemingly minute or far-fetched, have been 

ferreted out prior to attempts at evaluation or solution. In the event 

more allocation of goods to elalnants is at stake, the method forces assess¬ 

ment of the power of the participants and often yields new interpretations 

of traditional precepts of equality and fairness. Hopefully then, when 

policy decisions are to be nade, the process would not appear ad hoc, in 

the manner of recent congressional attempts at constructing ailemg torn 

national energy plan from oil price controls and a gasoline rationing 

scheme. 

This paper is composed of two rather Independent sections. The 

first considers the United States at the beginning of conceptually 

modelling a large energy game, The initial task is delineation of the 

players, and a setting up of the complete strategy space for the U.S. 

The compilation of strategy elements is the bulk of the work. The second 

section is concerned with some criticism and numerical results for a certain 

detection gane. My attention was sparked to this area by the leeture and 

paper (A2) by Dr. Alan Goldman, presented at the Rice Energy Workshop. 

The original form of the gane is drawn up in the Rand Corporation Study (Al). 



THE ENERGY GAME 

A formulation of a world scale energy game entails considerable 

problems In the detail of analysis. At the outset, it is not even easy to 

specify the players precisely. One could begin by identifying all of the 

world nations, along with each of the multinational oil marketing corpo¬ 

rations, some separate key political leaders, and independent elements of 

the vertical production chain of oil products. However this results in 

an unwieldy collection of players, from which it is doubtful any useful 

insight will result. Thus it would be appropriate to find more compact 

groupings, and make some judgements on leaving out minor figures. 

On the other end of the spectrum, one can try a very lean set of 

power blocks, such as OPEC, big oil firms, and the U.S, Yet now the 

trouble is in being too general. It is a simple matter to question hew 

the U.S. can be a single player. Entities like government bureaus, various 

oil and coal companies, city mayors, and individual citizens are of 

course frequently at odds over energy issues, even though at times such 

factions may agree to form temporary alliances. It is not at all unpre¬ 

cedented for the government officials in positions of the most obvious 

strong power to proclaim some policy which is not fully accepted or 

complied with by most of the public, It is even unrealistic to represent 

the U.S. by a grouping of government officials who dictate policy to 

maximize social welfare, as welfare is a notoriously variable and tricky 

commodity. 

Still, perhaps something in the spirit of this last view is sufficient 

for the start of a global model, tfe would like to investigate possible 

outcomes stemming from the policies promulgated by federal officials, 

backed by public funds, and perhaps legal authority. They are presumed to 

be motivated to try to measure citizen happiness and well-being, and 



construct situations to "benefit a democratic majority. Their task is to 

attempt to assure continuation of traditional wide choice of energy 

supplies to the consumer, and to rectify "bad effects "brought on by 

shortages of supply, or sudden increases in price. 

After the Identification of players, the next step is to collect all 

the relevant policy actions, and form the grand strategy space for the 

U.S. This space is composed of a very large number of elements, each of 

which may be further broken down into dozens of smaller components. For 

example, the country has a vast array of conservation options, dealing 

with reusage of low level heat in furnace processes, alterations of commer¬ 

cial buildings or private homes, financial disincentives to reduce 

consumption of gasoline, laws prohibiting certain fuel uses, cut-backs 

of energy-intensive products, etc. etc. In the area of new energy sources, 

there are options on exploiting solar heat, subterranean heat deposits, 

ocean tides, synthetic fuels, windpower, and many others. 

I would like to lay out as exhaustively as possible the listing of 

elements that forms the strategy space. In addition to completeness, 

attention must be devoted to useful patterns of logic in the organization. 

Many diverse, practical energy problems give rise to similar forms 

of solution options, and redundant types can be weeded out. Also, 

making distinct the salient features of relations between elements is 

essential for deciding when the level of analysis has produced points 

to minute or specialized for inclusion. 

It might seem convenient to write out a number of the major fuels 

and energy sources, and then for each proceed to list points on future 

resources potential, technological hindrances to ideal production, 

improvements in product use, etc, etc. However, this would be a 
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very inefficient procedure, Many end use elements, as the majority ef 

censervatien optiens, are net fuel specific. The same is clearly true 

ef many eeenemic pregrams, tax eptiens and incentives, Alse, seme 

intermediary energy ferm such as empleyment ef waste heat weuld be diffi¬ 

cult te lecate preperly. 

Recently, there have been seme preminent U.S, Gevernment efferts 

at cataleging impartant strategy elements. In 1973* President Nixen 

meved te establish the Federal Energy Administratien, and werk was begun 

in March 197^ te evaluate the nation's energy preblems. The FEA released 

in Nevenber 197^ the Project Independence Repert (1), hereafter deneted 

Project Independence, This werk represents a massive cempilatien ef 

statistics and prejectiens severing a great many facets ef the U.S, 

energy activity. The main repert supplies prejectiens following its 

attempts te sert eut energy eptiens inte feur catageriesi Accelerated 

develepment ef domestic supply, standby and emergency programs, demand 

management and energy censervatien, and a "business as usual" case. 

The Energy Research and Development Administratien, in the werk 

"A National Plan for Energy Research, Develepment & Demonstratien,” (2), 

in general considers feur classifications! Possibilities te exploit 

present reserves mere thoroughly, new sources ef premise for long tern 

contribution, reduction ef energy waste and inefficiency, and shifts in 

patterns of consumption. Procedures for censervatien receive rather little 

attention. 

Other groups attempting such a comprehensive analysis have chosen 

yet finer distinctions between supply, demand, and ether facets of end 

use. The following pages provide a listing ef preminent strategy elements 

in the areas of new energy procurement, censervatien choices, and various 
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•ther important groups. Certain obvious and traditional subheadings are 

alse employed» In many cases, the suggested elements differ widely in 

the severity of impact on present individual lifestyles, A good example 

is the imposition of a law enforcing maximum speed limits, contrasted 

with a total ban on all non-electric cars. But to specify fully the 

strategy spaee, one needs to always be conservative and try not to 

overlook or omit points even though they may appear outlandish or 

impractical, 

From the viewpoint of proposing energy policy, it would be nice to 

put forth an index of costs vs. benefits in conjunction with each 

strategy element. Such a summary table would go a long way toward sug¬ 

gesting intelligent solutions for practical energy problems. However, 

such an exacting quantification would be well beyond my efforts here. 

There has been great variance in expert prediction involving many of these 

energy options. Also present are differences in documentation of 

these issues. Some appear only in news headlines or filler articles. 

Others have benefit of more study, reported in journals or experimental 

results. I have included a section of further explication on some of the 

options, summarizing some of the important parameters on what the options 

may offer, or bringing out some of the major points of contention. Side 

issues to energy supply, such as pollution, and employment, are brought 

up where appropriate, and some informative references listed. 
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STRATEGY ELEMENTS Conservation Options 

TRANSPORTATION 

1. Set maximum speed limits. 

2. Relax exhaust emission standards. 

3. Promote more widespread adoption of carpooling. 

4. Ration gasoline. 

5. Manipulate gasoline demand by changing gas taxes. 

6. Employ auto disincentives such as higher parking fees, car 

restricted zones, and tolls, 

7. Expand public education efforts on fuel saving driving tips, 

and advantages of tune-ups and other maintenance. 

8. Apply pressure for auto makers to adopt technical improvements 

such as radial tires, diesel engines, and aerodynamic body changes. 

9. Require minimum mileage levels for new cars, to be phased in over 

time by means chosen by the manufacturer. 

10. Increase R&D funding for advanced engine concepts and devices such 

as the Stirling engine, the continuously variable transmission, and 

the computerized fuel intake governor.. 

11. Require nationwide adoption of gasoline-methanol fuel blends, 

12. Set weight constraints that will force a pronounced phasing in of 

smaller cars. 

13. Pass laws for more extreme automotive changes such as all-electric cars, 

14. Levy taxes or increase prices on lower mileage cars. 

15» Promote public transit by increasing special favors such as "bus 

only" lanes and ticket book fare discounts. 

16, Make available more mass transit opportunity by greater liberality 

in federal grants for construction of mass transit systems. 



17. Reduce the number *f scheduled airline flights so as to Increase 

the passengers/miles travelled rati*. 

18. Threugh the Civil Aeronautics Board, enforce slower speeds for jet 

plane flights. 

HOMES and BUILDINGS 

19. Prohibit fuel oil or natural gas heating in new houses, and in new 

buildings ©f acceptably small size. 

20. Increase promulgation of minimum standard requirements for things 

like lighting levels, and the performance of major appliances, either 

for individual families or restricted only to federal installations. 

21. Offer tax credit opportunities over a fixed time period for 

conservation improvements such as insulation, better venting, 

storm windows and others. 

22. Continue public education and demonstration programs on conservation 

procedures, 

PRIVATE INDUSTRIES 

23. Relax air pollution statutes to permit more ooal burning. 

24. Require new plants fulfill energy needs by using electricity or, 

in some cases, by directly burning coal. 

25. Outlaw non-returnable beverage containers, 

26. Promote energy saving recycling of other energy intensive products 

such as aluminum cans. 

27. Continue coordinating the gathering of knowledge of new energy 

saving techniques and dissemination of the information to the 

industrial plants which could employ them. 

CONVENTIONAL ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS 

28. Switch to kilowatt price differentiation which discourages high 
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electricity consumption, rather then the present scheme of declining 

bleck rates, which achieves the opposite. 

29. Adopt special surcharges for peak time electricity use. 

30. Permit the burning ef oil or gas at the generating plant only during 

peak load time periods. 

31» Prohibit construction of new oil or gas-fired plants and instead 

require use of solar power, coal, or nuclear fuels, 

32. Mandate conversion of oil-fired or gas burning generators to 

being coal-fired. 

Federal Participation in New Energy Development 

COAL 

33. Use public funds for restoration in strip-raining areas, 

34. Support R&D efforts on coal-gas and liquid synfuel processes, 

35» Pressure private firms to become more involved in improving coal 

burning technology, perhaps by restricting oil and gas use, 

36, Initiate public works projects in the style of the Franklin D. 

Roosevelt era, primarily to build up railroad beds, 

OIL 

37» Step up federal geologic exploration to discern more accurately the 

true national oil reserves, thus enabling better gauging of potential 

shortages. Such information would also facilitate the devising of 

oil leasing strategies which could be more profitable to the public, 

38. "Share more" in field development risks by tax, royalty, or other 

lease benefits that give incentive to longer drilling attempts, and 

avoid promotion of quick shutdowns. 

39» Speed up leasing of potential deposit areas. 

40, Choose measures to sanction higher oil company profits. 
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41. Override the objections and suits ©f environmentalists over the 

development of new fields, particularly in northern Alaska, 

42. Relax standards on water pollution for those using intensive recovery 

methods on difficult-to-obtaln deposits. 

43. Monitor supplies of the critical drilling materials needed to 

accelerate production (platforms, draglines, pipes, etc,). 

NATURAL GAS 

44. Deregulate natural gas prices to some greater extent. 

45. Pay a premium to increase significantly imported supplies from 

Canada. 

46. Try to negotiate trade contracts with the Soviets, to import from 

their eastern coast reserves, 

47. Provide aid to promote the accelerated development of suspected oil 

producing areas such as certain tracts in northern Alaska. 

48. Expand laboratory research on fracturing and other stimulation 

techniques, including carrying out large field explosion tests. 

SHALE AND TAR SANDS 

49. Implement some scheme of monetary “insurance" or other guarantees 

to induce private Investors to undertake the massive efforts 

required for development and production of these resources. 

50. Guarantee a floor price of oil over a lengthy time period, to assure 

products of these resources become economically competitive. 

LAND BASED SOLAR SYSTEMS 

51. Expand funding for R&D of new solar technology, including bio¬ 

solar conversion. 

52. Undertake programs to promote large-scale household and power plant 

use of present solar technology. 

10. 



NUCLEAR 

53» Abolish present legal restrictions that protect the domestic uranium 

mining industry, to open the possibility ©f importing quantities of 

cheaper foreign ore, 

5^, Allow greater speed in setting up more nuclear power generating 

facilities, by rejecting litigation over safety issues and other¬ 

wise cutting red tape in plant licensing, 

OFFSHORE THERMAL POWER PUNTS 

55. Commit much greater effort and financing to establish pilot plants 

in suitable ocean areas. 

FUELS OBTAINED FROM WASTE MATERIALS 

56. Support projects for improved techniques in waste sorting, and 

transformation of raw material to liquid or slurry or other more 

tractable waste forms, 

57« Promote easier financing of waste burning plants in regions most 

suitable for employing this method, 

58, Increase research projects on enzyme chemical reactions and bio¬ 

mass conversions. 

Further Possible Government Interventions 

FINANCIAL AND REGUUTORY ACTIONS 

59» Alter the price controls on various petroleum products, perhaps 

affecting the distinction between old and new domestic oil, 

60. Adjust regulation of the profit margins of utility companies, 

61• Change the tariff levels on oil imports, 

62. Place quotas on foreign oil imports. At present none are enforced, 

OTHER FORMS OF INTERCESSION 

63, Initiate a national program of oil storage, stockpiling vast reserves 
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in metal tanks er underground caverns, te held a buffer supply 

against future foreign oil cut-offs. 

64, Undertake priority planning, on national ©r local levels, either to 

get allocation schemes in event of another embargo, or to determine 

vital areas to be sustained through conditions of increasing fuel 

scarcity and higher costs, 

65, Continue the search for better means of using surplus desirable 

commodities such as food, computer technology, and weapons, to 

trade for oil with the OPEC countries, 

66, Investigate new liquid fuel mixtures, such as blends of gasoline with 

some percentage of low grade oil derived from agricultural waste, 

67, Step up media advertising campaigns encouraging citizens to decrease 

their fuel usage, 

68, Establish a direct federal presence in oil production and marketing, 

69* Attempt to produce more competition by breaking up large oil 

companies, 

70. Nationalize operation of major domestic oil companies. 

71, Attack some assortment of the oil exporting nations, and seize 

control of the pumping facilities. 
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Te a great extent the proceeding eptiens ferai the entire national 

energy strategy space* It would he impossible te deal seriously with 

many ef these elements without some idea of the payoffs and costs which 

may he involved. The following pages include statistical summaries ef 

these expected*payoffs for a selected group of the strategy elements. 

In all cases the statistical format and energy units of the original source 

documents is presented. These reports often provide a table of figures 

of the total amount of energy consumed per year in some critical sectors. 

Projected energy savings are then given as a percentage of this total. 

However, some studies, like Project Independence, extensively list the 

absolute amounts of energy being consumed or saved. The three units of 

energy most commonly employed arei 

Quads- quadrillions of British Thermal Units per year. 

MMBD- millions of barrels of oil per day. 

TCP- trillions of cubic feet (of natural gas). 

Project Independence provides the following relations between thes unitsi 

1 MMBD* 2 quads, 

1 TCF* 1 quad. 
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3. The Commerce Department paper (13) contains a concise summary of this 

option. There are physical limits to fuel saving, because of total 

normal seating capacity of the auto fleet. Carpooling at this extreme 

bound is projected to admit a saving of almost 14^ of all transportation 

fuel. More realistically, should 4($ of drivers pool at a load factor 

of 2 passenger miles per vehicle mile, fuel saving of is predicted 

with, incidentally, a yearly cash saving of $100-$225 for each parti¬ 

cipating motorist, 

4. It is interesting to try and employ game theory fair value 

allocation concepts such as the Shapley value to produce a gas ration¬ 

ing system which takes into account differing needs of motorists. However, 

in this issue individual motorists have almost no real power, and hence 

can carry out no meaningful strategies. The difficulties in assessing 

differing degrees of need doubtless have prompted the "equal ration for 

all" proposals that have received currency in Washington, 

5. Rand study (3) is a thorough analysis of most federal Intervention 

possibilities for auto transport. On the topic of gasoline price changes, 

the study examines Increases ranging from 15*45 cents per gallon, and 

projects corresponding drops in consumption by 16-41 per cent by I98O'. 

The study attempts to account for long-term effects of substitution to 

better mileage cars, as well as short-range demand elasticities. 

8-14. Project Independence estimates that mandating a 20 mpg standard for 

new cars could result in reductions totaling .67 quads by I98O (1, Appendix 

AIII, table AIII-2,ff.), The report also projects increased capital costs 

of $200 million for such a plan. Paper (13* pg* 3) lists a number of minor 

auto improvements which could save 2>% of transport fuel if all were 

implemented. But study (3) gives the most comprehensive examination 
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contrasting government economic and regulatory alternatives. Possible 

fuel saving is projected for technology changes ranging from mere 

removal of air conditioning, to producing single-passenger vehicles with¬ 

out trunk space, and other major aerodynamic changes. The authors 

conclude that of the advanced engines, a supercharged stratified rotary 

spark ignition engine will dominate all others in terms of energy 

conservation and cost. Lifetime energy requirements may be reduced 

40£ (pg. 38, ff.). An attempt is also made to assess secondary impacts 

such as shifts in national employment, and changes in quantities of air 

pollutant emissions. 

15» Project Independence is optimistic programs of this type can counter¬ 

act historical trends away from public transit, and thus achieve benefits 

in fuel saving and decreased traffic congestion. 

16. Many recent ventures into funding mass transit programs have been 

unfortunate. Despite increased caution, there is high potential for 

future error. Project Independence discusses a bus subsidy plan pro¬ 

jecting a saving of .89 quads by 1980, involving capital costs of $?60 

million, plus other operating costs, and expansion of bus production to 

100,000 vehicles. However, another reference (13) suggests this is 

totally unprecedented, since present bus production is around 6,000 per 

year, mostly for replacement vehicles, 

17- (13* PS» 9) estimates from Civil Aeronautics Board data a saving of 

Z,W$ of transport fuel if air carriers operate at an increased load 

factor of 65#. They also note demand variances would result in an 

average of 2% of passengers being denied space for any particular flight, 

and suggest the procedure could be implemented quickly, since higher 

airline profits should result. 
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18, This plan can produce only a slight fuel saving, but is attractively 

innocuous, as particularly on long flights the additional air time is 

likely not of great consequence, 

21, There are many reports with a format similar to (4,6,9#13), giving 

presentations on the myriad options for cutting fuel use in buildings and 

residences. In particular, (6 and 13) offer a catalog of specific 

improvements, such as pipe insulation, storm windows and doors, automatic 

thermostat controls, etc. It is recognized that most energy is vised in 

the areas of space and water heating, and air conditioning. Possible 

fuel savings for each option are projected, and cost estimates for 

individual property owners made. It is important to realize that in 

attempting to total possible energy saving from employing many of these 

procedures, a great deal of redundancy is Involved. As an example, for 

an average Pacific area home, singly adopting the techniques of a) ther¬ 

mostat reduction to 68° in winter, b) additional cutback at night of 5°-l0°» 

c) adding storm windows and doors, would produce estimated fuel reductions 

of 27, I9i and 20 per cent respectively. Yet the total gain from employ¬ 

ing all three procedures concurrently does not approach the sum of these 

figures. Neither can the presumed proportion of required energy remain¬ 

ing be derived by multiplying the conjugate fractions. The report (6) 

gives aggregate saving estimates for each procedure by geographic region, 

and also projects total possible reductions for the same areas. 

Project Independence considers a specific plan (pg, 164-5) of 

granting a federal tax credit of 25% for homeowners who undertake certain 

of these housing retrofit measures between now and 1980. They would 

anticipate a resulting energy saving of .4? quads, requiring a federal 

outlay approaching $600 million/year. Concurrent estimates for a 
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similar program offering a 1$% credit fer commercial buildings yields 

.17 quads saving, for $40 million/year (pg. 166, ff. ), 

22. The Project Independence Report recognizes the lifelong fuel costs 

for a home are usually ignored by prospective buyers, in favor of 

looking only at initial costs. This view is even encouraged financially, 

as home loans are determined by the first costs, 

25-6, These products receive a good deal of attention because of the 

relatively high proportion of energy required for aluminum refining and 

glass manufacture. Because of the huge variety of U.S. Industrial 

processes, few estimates are available on possible energy saving by 

employing any one conservation procedure, A eouple of mammoth com¬ 

pilations do exist within the Federal Power Commission that attempt to 

break down energy consumption over virtually all of industry, for each 

process employed. Instead, most recent attention goes to, say, the 

top six energy consuming industries, which use about 16# of the nations 

total, and afford the most promise for substantial reductions (13, pg, 19) « 

27, ' A problem has been perceived in that many manufacturers have 

shown little concern for extremely efficient and conservation oriented 

fuel use. For the most part this is attributable to the historically 

low contribution of fuel expense to the final product cost. Agencies 

such as the Commerce Department are attempting to encourage more', industry 

introspection, by requiring plant conservation plans and written 

reports on fuel reductions achieved. Increased publicity is also 

given for new conservation ideas brought forth at the single-plant 

level. 

28-9, Electricity rate reform controversies are clearly on the up¬ 

swing, A Federal Power Commission official in (8, 10) surveys trends 
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in recent rate suits by varleus censervatien and envlrenmentalist 

groups, as well as plaintiffs cencemed with secial equity. He 

summarizes histerical objectives in rate structures, and then fecuses 

en the mest preminent farms ef design change-- time ef day metering 

and reversal ef declining bleck rates. The passible effects ef these 

rate design changes an lew incarne eensumers is mere fully discussed in 

Rand repart (5)» This study aggregated data an appliance use, ta 

estimate that the 17# ef the pepulatlen earning under $3»000/year uses 

anly 6# ef heuseheld electric pawer. The authers suggest varieus rate 

prapasals affect these persans dispraportianately because af greater 

need far maney, and inability ta substitute, and furthernere paint 

aut the potential far fuel saving far this graup is law, Variaus farms 

af special rate exemptions far law incarne families are then considered, 

32, Repart (11) is the result af an FPC survey taken aver nearly all 

canventianal U.S. pawer txansnissian facilities. Of interest was 

the tatal generating capacity which ceuld be cenverted ta coal-burning 

in event of emergency or change in public policy. Results show that 

almost 20# af national capacity could convert within one week, while 

about 90# conversion could be accomplished in a year (Table 3, PS* 13). 

Such a changeover is contrary to recent trends. The report notes 

(pg. 1) that since 1965# about 7# af capacity has converted from 

coal use, mainly because of constraints imposed by air pollution 

legislation. 

35* At present, any program of restricting oil or gas to promote 

coal burning would af course require a relaxation of statutes pertain¬ 

ing to air pollution. One obvious side effect af such a policy is 

that private firms could be spurred to greater participation in 
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research fer improved ceal burning methods, 

38, A number of leasing schemes involving various royalty payments, 

rent schedules, profit sharing, and variable and fixed bonus charges 

are discussed in (16), An important concern is reduction or sharing 

of risk and uncertainty of field richness. For example if the federal 

government assumes much of the risk by leasing through royalty bids, 

firms may bid high, but then quickly abandon a field if it does not 

prove immensely productive. Hence also, there is no inclination to have 

the most efficient firms acquire the contracts. Then again a trend 

to higher rent schedules may distort patterns of exploration and 

production, as it would be desirable to avoid spreading operations over 

many rent periods. 

43. There already exist shortages of equipment such as drilling 

platforms and pipes and of skilled laborers, particularly in connec¬ 

tion with operation of offshore fields. The Project Independence 

Report discusses these difficulties in its scenario on accelerated 

production, and lists some of the most likely shortage bottlenecks 

(l, chapter 5» 238-58). The government has some flexibility with 

these resources, especially with the depressed state of the ship¬ 

building industry, and has the ability to oversee allocation of some 

vital supplies of necessary for expanding production, 

44. Basically, forms of natural gas deregulation parallel price 

controls placed on oil. It is possible to deregulate prices for all 

gas, or only "new" gas, or supplies not presently under contract. A 

number of elementary forecasts on supply changes and consumer costs 

are given in (21). Results are given for various ranges of price and 

demand elasticities, as well as differing amounts of fuel placed under 

deregulation. 
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46. A subject of great current interest t® the State Department is the 

extent to which the Russians are willing to make trade deals involving 

energy products, and thus the degree to which they might undermine 

the position of a number ®f their friendly nations in the OPEC cartel. 

For some time the Soviets have had oil and gas exchange agreements 

with Italy and Iran, and they have rapidly built up port facilities 

for their eastern reserves, near Japan and the Bering (20). 

47. This policy would of course Increase the availability of natural 

gas, because of the frequent concurrence of the two in the same 

field area. However this fact does not assure mutual exploitation of 

both from the same area. For example, the catastrophe dangers of 

each are quite different, as is noted in chapter 4 of (17) • 

48. The FPC report (27, pg. 13) cites Bureau of Mines estimates that 

up to 300 TCF of natural gas, a total greater than present proven 

domestic reserves, may be recoverable following these various frac¬ 

turing operations, if greater assurance of technical and economic 

feasibility is forthcoming. Most of this estimated reserve is in the 

Rocky Mountain regions. 

49. One example of this sort of protection scheme has been outlined 

by Dr. Robert Thrall and Dr. Guillermo Owen. What is of interest is 

the threat potential that initiation of a new large scale domestic 

energy source would have regarding the stability of oil pricing levels 

imposed by the OPEC cartel. Presumably this development could only 

be undertaken providing the U.S. Government makes some suitable guaran¬ 

tees to the private entrepreneurial producers, sheltering them from 

Arab counteraction in the form of price cuts. The analysis sketches 

out the extensive form of a number of possible substrategies, covering 
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a time frame allowing many moves for each party. First presentation 

of the lecture and paper "A Game-Theoretic Analysis of Alternate- 

Source Development" was made at the Rice Energy Workshop, on August 4, 

1975. 

52, As Project Independence notes (1, chapter 2, pg. 141-3), a 

decision to undertake large-scale dissemination of solar devices 

could result in cost savings because of economies of scale. The 

primary penalty of solar power systems is the high setup cost incurred, 

and this may then be reduced if a serious nationwide commitment is 

made to turn to solar heating. However, savings could not be expected 

for quite all the components of the solar reflecting systems, cf, the 

silver required. 

53. Such a policy is not necessary to maintain generating capacity in 

the short run. The U.S. has a milled stockpile of U^Og fully adequate 

for present power plants, and construction of new plants has tapered 

off. But for the future, before the hoped-for introduction of breeder 

reactors, cumulative demand for uranium is expected to total between 

2.4 and 3.1 million tons by the year 2000, Domestic reserves of 

uranium recoverable at the relatively low price of $15/ton are estimated,, 

at only about .5 million tons. Predictions for as yet undiscovered 

resources, which will be mined at 2 to 4 times the cost, range 

around 1 million tons. Additionally, while foreign supplies have 

been reasonably plentiful, the rising market demand from other consumer 

nations has recently tightened the market. 

55* These ocean thermal gradient plants provide a fine example of 

the great divergence of opinion characteristic of brand new energy 

sources promising a high yield, but wi th at present low probability 
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of achieving fruition. Most publishing authorities such as FEA, 

and the Carnegie study (25) maintain that it is optimistic to expect 

such power stations will have even notable local impacts before 1985» 

Yet these sentiments are not shared by the more ardent believers in 

these systems. We have on page 4 of the Heronemus report (23). in 

discussing plant construction beginning with WWII surplus equipment, 

and labor in the depressed shipbuilding industry! 

"This economy could flood the world with OTECS if there were 
simply a desire to do so, and the effort would spread from the 
waterfront back into every portion of the industrialized hinter¬ 
land like the wildfire of prosperity, if we so desire." 

And again on page 3, in treating the "Solar Not Soon" advocates! 

"The purpose of this report is to provide the June *75 budget 
framers with a realistic substitute for the defeatist document 
handed (to) ERDA by OM&B and the vested interests of the energy 
industry." 

56-7. The reports (15, 27, 28) all discuss some of the technical 

methodologies of waste-to-gas or waste-to-oil conversions. But the 

third report provides some analysis of the present economics of 

oil conversion from municipal waste and wood chips. Their results 

indicate that present plant outputs require a selling price in excess 

of $16 per barrel in order to break even. In order to be competitive 

then, plants must operate in urban areas where a charge is levied for 

waste disposal. At present in some cities, charges up to $l5/ton 

for waste disposal are becoming more common. The authors indicate that 

with a disposal charge of $6/ton, the resulting product would be 

competitive with $ll/barrel oil. For a disposal fee of $10/ton, the 

computed breakeven price is $7.77/barrel (pg. 7). Left undetermined by 

the report is whether the given liquefaction process is superior to 

other conversions of waste to fuel. 
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63. This is an option recently taken by West Germany. A number ef 

shortcomings of this plan are cited in Project Independence (1, chap¬ 

ter 7* pg. 377» ff.). The nation does not have sufficient accessible 

natural storage facilities, with perhaps a too high cost to build 

metal tanks. In the short term many dollars would be paid out for oil. 

which could help solidify the OPEC cartel. Also, after the investment 

had been made, oil prices could be lowered by the exporting nations. 

65. It is doubtful there is now any consensus on suitable articles 

for trade, as the recent protests and strikes over the wheat exports 

to Russia would indicate. 
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THE DETECTION GAME 

Classical economic theory predicts that competitive market farces 

werk ta break apart a cartel af sellers united ta price their goods as 

a monopolist. The quick collapse and failure af virtually every large 

commodity cartel af the past century seemingly demonstrates the power 

af these farces, While the apparent solidarity of the OPEC is greatly 

against historical precedent, there has been speculation that certain 

exporting nations, most notably Libya, have to some extent secretly 

sold their excess petroleum output to a few multinational firms. 

Given the present market demands for oil, there are surely large potènr>- 

tial profits to any exporter willing to sell surplus reserves below 

the cartel rate. In the event such a dealer was not caught with the 

goods at dockside, his product could likely vanish smoothly into the 

maze of international oil transport. Yet if his action were detected in 

port, he would face some punishment by other OPEC nations. 

Such problems in assessing potential risk and gain, or devising 

clever ways to succeed in or prevent "cheating" can be studied as game 

theory. Goldman (A2) describes a number of "inspector-inspectee" game 

situations, showing the changes in optimal behavior for the opponents 

under differing payoff conditions. Other examples of detectio n scenarios 

have been very amenable to game formulation. However two troublesome 

issues frequently dilute the success of this gaming. First, if the pay¬ 

offs cannot be assessed naturally in concrete units, a loss function 

may be employed but attacked as too arbitrary. Then also, the need for 

mathematical tractablllty may necessitate an unrealistic amount of infor¬ 

mation be known by the players. We will further examine a detection 

game which contains other faults. 
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A rather interesting inspection problem is brought up in the 

Cierv© study (Al), written as a scenario of border transgression. 

One force, denoted Red, is covertly attempting to transport trucks or 

vehicles across the border and into the territory of the opposing 

Blue force. This infiltration occurs along a network of N mathemati¬ 

cally indistinguishable roads which connect the two areas. The 

number of vehicles which the Red Commander must send across in any 

time period will be denoted by the rendom variable X, which is presumed 

Poisson with a given mean Kthat is known to both forces, but beyond 

the control of either. This situation is summarized by the following 

elementary diagram, 

Poisson Input X 

,  1 
Road Network 

RED 
  BORDER 
BLUE 

Blue's border and associated road network. 

The Blue force has at its disposal a fixed quantity MSN of 

traffic monitoring devices, which can be dispersed along the various 

roads, and used to count the number of intruding vehicles. At the 

conclusion of each time period, Blue must collect the data from the 

traffic sensors, and form an estimate, 'x, of the number of infiltrating 
vehicles. The cost to Blue, or the gain for Red if one prefers, is 

taken to be the square of the error of the estimate, that is (X-Oc/**. 
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Red is given a completely free hand te cheese the manner in which he 

will each period divide his x trucks and send them along the roads. 

He seeks to use this freedom to confuse Blue, and maximize the mean 

square error of the estimate! E(X-*X)X>, Blue must determine how to 

distribute his traffic flow monitors, and try to produce count 

estimates. 

There are a few fairly similar conflict situations in which the 

methods of game theory have produced useful insights. The simplest of 

the Colonel Blotto games are widely discussed in introductory game 

theory books such as (A4). In these cases, one force is charged with 

dividing an attack army and moving to capture multiple objectives, 

winning a certain payoff at all sites where the defending forces are 

outnumbered. Colonel Blotto then, as head of the agressors or the 

beleaguered defenders, seeks to maximize or minimize the value of the 

overrun positions. Owen, (A5, chapter 5)» gives an example of a more 

complex Blotto game, which may be played through many time periods. The 

attacker has a force advantage of 3i2, and if he can assail the defend¬ 

ing outpost with this strength ratio, he will capture it. However, he 

must take care that in the meantime the opponent is not counterattacking 

his own headquarters. In the event the attacker aggresses with a force 

insufficient to win, he withdraws and the game continues in the next 

time period. 

Also presented in the same chapter is an inspector-evader game. 

In this case, the evading player is faced with a fixed number of time 

periods, during one of which he will commit seme forbidden act. If he 

is undetected, he gets a favorable payoff. His opponent, the inspector, 

may arrive during only one time interval, and if the evader is present 
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he will catch him. Otherwise the evader will "be free to fulfill his 

aims. 

In the manner ef these precedents, then, it is the intention of the 

author in (Al) to construct a game from the border traffic conflict, 

and use methods of game theory to derive reasonable behaviors and out¬ 

comes for the antagonistic forces. A few paragraphs will serve to 

sketch the game theory analysis involved. The Red player, not knowing 

the Blue estimate wishes to maximize E(X-x)X. A single strategy for 

him is of the following form» For any given quantity of trucks x, 

choose a partition P of sets, (x,, xt, .... xM^ , corresponding to the 

number of trucks sent down each of the N roads. In general, Red may 

employ a mixed strategy. That is, for each value x he may contemplate 

a number of differing partitions, and give a certain probability to 

using each. Then in any time period when X*x, he chooses his partition 

randomly according to these assigned probabilities. 

The task for Blue consists of two parts. First, he must disperse 

the traffic sensors. This part is obvious. He will select M different 

roads at random, where the probability ef any single road being chosen 

is 1/N. Then he must optimally choose fè* f ( y, , y4, ...» yM^ , a 

function of the count data from the M sensors, so as to minimize E(X-£)X. 

A pure strategy, then, for Blue is to specify deterministically a 

single value estimate for each realization of sensor data. In general, 

the strategy chosen by Blue may also be mixed, i.e, he could fashion 

different estimates for the same sensor readings, according to some 

probability scheme. However, it can be shown that indeed Blue can find 

a pure strategy that is at least as good as any mixed strategy, 

(Al, appendix E!), 
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Other descriptive symbols in the mathematical notation which will 

be used aret 

J= the index set of roads being monitored by traffic sensors. 

Z“ the sum of the sensor counts, 
m
 ^ y., 

j 
q- the proportion M/N. 

* 
Now then ideally Blue would like to formulate an estimate X 

that is globally optimal. That is to say, E(X-X) S E(X-X)* , V 

However, this is possible only if Red's partition is known in advance. 

Since Blue is lacking such knowledge, another approach is to consider 

two simple-minded strategiesi 

1) X* A, regardless of sensor counts. For any one time period, 

E(X-A)*» VAR(X)» X. 

2) Direct extrapolation. Thus 1?” Z'(N/M), 

Clearly superior to either of these is a weighted Siam of both, that isj 

A) X(J9)*(1-JS).A+J8.Z. (N/M), 0***1. 

Now ideally Blue would like to get a globally optimum weight value 

J. This would mean E(X-1fyl))*< E(X-1tyS))X, \/«£ . 

Again, however, such a global optimum is not obtainable. Instead a 

value fordS may be chosen to satisfy the minimax criteria. That is, it 

is to be assumed Red is diabolical enough to use the most misleading 

partition against whatever choice ofdS is used, and Blue must then 

minimize the maximum harm. Now it may be shown that when the Blue 

estimate is formed by the«8-weighted sum given as strategy A above, Red 

will maximize E(X-1c)1 by selecting the partition for each x that sends 

all of his vehicles down a single road, chosen at random. Against this 

strategy then Blue seeks d8 to min max E(X-OC^) )**. This expression may 
dff *11P 

be written out as follows» 

E(X-îf - e*A| Y\ ((*“ (1-J3)A)X -2d8x(x -(1-£)A) +j3x(N/fo)xx ) 
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T* find the value #f JS which will minimize the exprès sien, we must 

differentiate with respect to JS , and set the resultant equal to zero. 

Carrying out this maneuver produces the following equationt 

0*2? £ e-A(«S(X* -2xA + x*N/ta) - (Ax -2xA+xx)) 
x x! 

which is easily solvable to the following minimax choice for^8t 

1  

•* = (n/WU+i)-\ 

This minimax evaluation, producing the form of the optimal Red strategy, 

and the given value for S * is displayed in (Al, appendixF), Note that 

if A is large, the value of £ is near to 0. This in turn causes the 

estimate Ÿ to move close to A • Hence for sizable A , the traffic 

sensor data is largely ignored under conditions of heavy flow. It is 

further demonstrable that the resulting minimax mean square error is 

given byi 

min max E(X-X(S)f» A-2JSA-^V+JB
X
(N/M)(X

4
 +A). 

JB +UP 
In general, it is the last term in this summation that is the contri¬ 

bution provided by the Red force partitioning. 

One further point is to be noted. While this basic strategy 

has conformed to the statistical framework of the game formulation, 

there is an obvious opportunity for improvement by Blue, If on some 

time interval, the number of sensor detections Z exceeds the prescribed 

estimate then Blue will do better to choose Z as his estimate for 

that period. Accordingly, an improved strategy for Blue is given byi 

B) , / ?, when X£ Z 
( 
\ Z, when X< Z, 

A 
where X is the minimax estimate that has been defined above. 
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Below are tabulated a series ef values ef actual mean square 

errers, computed for a range ef values fer q and X » using Pelssen proba- 

bllltles as given in the statistics beefc (A3). The first set gives 

results achievable frem the basic strategy "A", The secend set takes 

lnte acceunt Cierve's suggestion for improvement cited in strategy "B". 

In each case, Red follows the maximizing scheme of partitioning all his 

vehicles into a single grouping. 

X 1/4 1/2 5/7 

4 3.75 3.333 2.667 

9 8.709 8. 181 7.20 

15 14.694 14.117 12.973 

"A" 

X 1/4 1/2 5/7 

4 3.591 2.993 2.445 

9 8.106 7.170 6,092 

15 13,542 11,993 10.442 

Table 1. 
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CRITICISM ! OF THE DETECTION GAME 

New these derivations and results exhibit a number ef appealing 

qualities that are consistent with the fundamental principles of game 

theory* Blue has adopted a «g «weighted strategy* and claimed mlnlmax 

results using a j8 value computed from the fixed quantities of M, N, and 

X* given when entering the game* A value has been specified as the mini- 

max payoff* Ve know from the Minimax Theorem that for a proper game 

this value must be the same when approached in reverse* that is as the 

maximin value. But it has been seen that against Blue's -weighted 

estimating procedure* Red has indeed done his best to maximize the pay¬ 

off by partitioning in one group— all other manner of divisions will 

give him less* 

For the Blue side* several things indicate that the optimal esti¬ 

mation strategy has been derived. There may seem to be some objection 

to his minimax method. After all* with Red using the maximization parti¬ 

tion* Blue could seemingly achieve better results by adopting any of the 

following compound strategies! 

C) Have X - MAX(\ , Z) 

D) Ÿ « (A if Z-0, else MAX(Z, (1-J9)*A +.8 .Z.(N/fo))) 

E) It - (A if Z-0, else MAX(Z, X , (1-g)* X +j? .Z.(N/fo))) 

As a concrete example of this possible improvement, here is presented a 

sequence of mean square error values contrasting Ciervo's strategy "B" 

with the above strategy "C". 

4 9 15 

1/4 1/2 5/4 1/4 1/2 5/7 1/4 1/2 5/7 

3.591 2.993 2.445 8. 106 7. 170 6.092 13.542 11.993 10.442 

3.427 2.784 2.378 7.739 6.524 5.482 12.973 10.978 9.267 
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Howeverf in reality these results de net contradict the claim that 

Blue has attained a minimax strategy using "B". The minimax principle 

requires the user he protected against the most effective ceunterstrategy 

of his opponent* In the case above, using strategy "C", Red could switch 

his partition, dividing his vehicles into N equal groups of size x/N, 

This alteration would cause Blue always to employ the estimate X if M 

is sufficiently small, and thé resulting mean square error would be X . 

For Red to partition in a single group would not be optimal, and mini- 

max strategies such as "B" are not known for their ability t® inflict 

the most possible punishment on an opponent, no matter how he plays. A 

trivial example of this may be provided by the Matching Pennies game. 

Player One may approach a series of matching games and declare the known 

minimax strategy of choosing heads or tails randomly, each with proba¬ 

bility •§•, Player Two may declare the same mixed strategy, o r he could 

Instead pick some non-minlmax and presumably suboptimal strategy, such as 

"always choose heads", and in either case have the same expected payoff. 

So the analysis thus far has given a number of conclusions that seem 

satisfying as sound game theory results. Most pleasing is not Just that 

Blue's actions are specified exactly, but that Red's partitioning beha¬ 

vior is given in an obvious way, and to deviate from this format can 

only mean a lower payoff to him. Unfortunately, the nice results seem to 

obscure critical issues. There are a number of things amiss here, both 

from the standpoint of sound game-theoretic analysis, and attempting to 

get some practical solution to the border security problem. In reality, 

the Red partitioning should be seen as anomalous— that is, if Blue 

becomes aware that all incoming vehicles are in a single unit, he can 

easily construct a procedure that produces estimates far more accurate 
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than these given by "B". The decision to estimate X* “ (X if Z*0, else Z) 

is obvious. 

The important question here is in what sense has Red actually come 

forth with a legitimate optimal strategy? A strategy for Red is a proba¬ 

bility distribution, specified over a set of partitions for each possible 

value x. After choosing his strategy, Red must be able to impart it to 

any other party, as for example a neutral referee, who can carry out the 

directions by making choices randomly according to the probability schedule. 

Furthermore, if after some chain of analysis we claim to have found an 

optimal behavior for Red, it must remain so if we redirect our derivation, 

and consider seeking such behavior at the start of the game formulation, 

beginning with the viewpoint of the Red force. In practice, a technique 

which may commonly be employed is to think in the manner of solving the 

game by fictitious play. We would expect that for a zero sum game, 

such as we are given with the vehicle detection scenario, the method of 

fictitious play ought to result in a convergence to optimal (minimax) 

strategies. Indeed, matrix games in which fictitious play falls to 

produce convergence (c.f. Owen, pg. 153-4) are considered rather remark¬ 

able oddities. It is not even necessary that there be an opportunity 

to actually carry out a series of game plays. What is needed, though, 

is to think along the lines of "What may he do to hurt me if I first do 

this, and what may I do in return?", and so forth. Now in the game we 

are dealing with, such a process may be Initiated by first selecting a 

number of pure strategies for Red, such as the following! 

1) 7^ “ x/N, V i 

2) Js - x/2, yK- x/2, y*-0, V i*j, k 

3) yj “ x/A, y^ * x/B, yp-x/c, yx »0, V i*j# k, p, and many others. 
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The next step weald, he te undertake the frequently arduous task ef un¬ 

earthing the optimal Blue counterstrategies fer eaeh, I have been able to 

de this for seme ef the simple ones such as 1 and 2. 

New, because ef the huge number ef player strategies Involved and 

the cemplexlty ef analysis especially when treating mixed strategies, 

we weuld be justifiably reluctant actually te attempt te carry eut a 

cenvergence precess. Such efferts weuld, in fact, preduce almest ne 

simplificatien te suggest even the general form ef the optimal strategies. 

The major peint then is that certainly there are ne grounds whatsoever 

for even envisioning cenvergence te the supposed minimax solutions sug¬ 

gested by Ciervo, In fact, there seems ample evidence that the true 

minimax solution would not be at all close to the behavior proposed 

for Red, Furthermore we shall clearly see that the Ciervo Blue "B" 

strategy is not mlnimax. 

Until new it seemed we had extracted some nice concrete results 

giving compact expressions for reasonable outcomes ef the border security 

game. It weuld be discouraging te be compelled te sacrifice these solu¬ 

tion prescriptions because we have been unable te uncover the "optimal” 

strategies. Yet to this end seme progress, is possible. It seems correct 

te start back at the most critical point ef the entire game formulation. 

That is the juncture where the form of the Blue strategies was laid out, 

setting off the search for an exact ,6 weight that gives the minimax 

result. The point that must be made is that a minimax result was Indeed 

obtained, but it is valid only for a set of restricted strategies, Lthat 

is the collection of J?-weighted strategies of the form: 

$ - (l-jfr)-X +.8-Z*(N/fo), with 

Under this constraint, Ciervo strategy "A", and the associated Red parti- 
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tioning are indeed eptlmal (minimax)* Relaxing this restriction, even 

slightly te the form of compound Blue strategies given in "B", changes 

everything, and the given «8 value and Red partition need no longer be 

optimal. 

Now in what sense was it necessary to make this type of J8 strategy 

restriction? To be sure the move obviated the need to examine all of the 

multitude of strategies that seemed initially available* But there is 

A 
another possible method which Blue may use to construct X, which is a 

very simple procedure usually discussed in the elementary probability 

classes. This process is choosing the least squares (mean) estimate 

over a conditional probability space, and is the most accurate method 

available for Blue in the border interdiction scenario. In brief then, 

the Blue force will take any incoming traffic total Z, and consider all 

possible x values that could produce Z, along with the associated prior 

Poisson probabilities for each x. Any information known about Red's 

strategy, as well as the ratio M/N, can then be used to construct the new 

set of conditional probabilities for each possible x value. Finally, 

A 
from this set the mean value is chosen te be the estimate X. 

This methodology is applicable regardless of the actions of Red. It 

should seem apparent that it is truly a global mlnimax strategy, and in 

fact is what would be done in the abscence of any hint at all as to what 

Red might be doing. Indeed, from the Blue position, there is no longer 

any need to be analyzing a game. The process is deterministic equally 

in the case where Red announces a strategy, or in scenarios involving 

imperfect information, or even no information. 

It is true that for any given values of M, N, and A we are unable 

to compute a closed form expression for the (minimax) solution mean square 
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error. From the standpoint ©f the Red force seeking guidance for a good 

partitioning method« it should now he easier to investigate a convergence 

process which has greater promise of approximating the best partition 

scheme. From this one eould get a close measure of the true minimax 

payoff. The difficulty of employing this estimation technique is not 

always great, particularly in the case of no information from Red, or 

simple pure strategies of the type considered. The cases I have exa¬ 

mined required 'only a short effort with a pocket calculator. Of course, 

in the event Red announces an extremely complex mixed strategy, Blue may 

in practice find it hard to compute accurate estimates. 

Table 3 following tabulates the exact estimates Blue would use for 

all possible sensor totals Z, in the case of X“ 9. M/N - •£, presuming 

he has no clue as to Red's intentions. The accompanying a priori Poisson 

probability weights are from Statistics Tables in (A3). For the case 

where M* 1, N- 4, I have calculated the expected payoff for the grouping 

by Red in which all x are put in a single group. Results are displayed 

directly below. Note that, as we would expect, this true minimax pro¬ 

cedure has done better for Blue than did the Clervo strategy "A", 

(Compare with cell (2,1) of Table 1). 

X ™ 9* m.s.e. a 
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Z X 

a prier! prob, 

x-Z 
i 

0 9 0 

1 6.998 .001 

2 7.254 .005 

3 7.530 .015 

4 7.850 .034 

5 8.238 .061 

6 8.712 .091 

7 9.002 . 1 17 

8 9.695 . 132 

9 10.574 .131 

10 11.400 . 1 19 

1 1 12.216 .097 

12 13.065 .073 

13 13.901 .050 

14 14.831 ,.033 

15 15.75 .019 

16 16.647 .01 1 

17 17.545 .006 

18 18.450 .003 

19 19.375 .001 

20 20.  .001 

Table 
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But now suppose one prefers te avoid the extra work ef computing 

conditional probabilities, and is content with the ease of employing 

the dominant Ciervo strategy "B". If so, it should be made clear that 

the Red partitioning and choice ofJS value prescribed by Ciervo are not 

minimax. The terms highlighted below are results from an example where 

X* 9. M/N ■ f. The two most extreme partitionings for Red were tested, 

that 1st 

I) All x sent in a single group, 

II) Each % - x/N. 

What we see is that in this case, Red is better off to divide up his 

forces, 

I II 

7.170 7.404 
Some m,s,e. using strategy "B". 

In the actual Ciervo report (Al), we are given no hint that Red's 

optimal strategy has changed, nor any guidance on how to determine his 

optimal strategy. In seeking such a strategy, it would be extremely 

convenient if there was a sort of "monotone" property across the possible 

partitionings, Thst is, either partition I or II guaranteed the best 

Red payoff, with the other achieving the worst. Unfortunately, this 

is not the case, as the example summarized by Table 4 illustrates. The 

Red actions tested arei 

i) As before. 

II') A single group if x is i X+1» otherwise 2 groups size x/2. 

Ill) An "in between" case, given by the compound expression: 

yj ■ x, if x i X+1, other y^ *0 

“ X+i. yH 
m x-X-i. 
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1/4 1/2 5/7 

I II* III I II* III I II* III 

1.8746 1.8935 1.9287 1.5496 1.506 1.7032 1.364 1 . 1 12 1.629 

Table 4. 

It Is net merely being capricieus te alter the partition form only for 

x values greater than (X+l)• For smaller x terms, the Blue estimates 

using both Ciervo estimates are the same, as may be verified by solving 

for Z in the linear equationi 

+«8*(N/ta)*Z - Z - 0. 

Hence, for xi (X+l), the optimal single grouping for the "A" case is 

valid for the "B" as well. In truth, it is not at all clear what is the 

best way for Red to handle the large x values. Red has knowledge of M, 

N, and X, which does permit certain algebraic tricks to establish a 

comparision between a number of simple pure strategies, as the ones 

considered for Table 4. Yet, the outcomes of even these few trials are 

seen to be vitally dependent on the exact values of all these parameters, 

and there is no means thoroughly to explore all possible strategies. To 

find then the true minimax "solution" in the case of Ciervo strategy "B" 

is a difficult and perhaps fruitless job. 

We have seen a variety of attempts to solve the border security 

problem by formulating it as a game. In the situation restricted to 

certain & -weighted strategies, minlmax solution values and strategies 

were specified in tractable form. However, these results must be re¬ 

cognized as being suboptimal for the problem as a whole. Attempts to 
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achieve greater improvement# such as strategy "B", may be misleading in 

that seme results necessary te the strict game-theoretic format are 

absent. These strategies or values may be very difficult to obtain, 

even for cases of light traffic flow and small road and sensor parameters. 
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